


This book provides a complete overview of all of our brands 

in North America.  We have dedicated one page to each 

company to highlight its know-how and specialization.

 

We hope this book will be a useful tool to help our clients 

and potential clients to select the most appropriate company 

for their needs.

 

Please do not hesitate to email us for any further copies you may 

require. We will be happy to provide you with additional books.

Contacts:

rblackman@aligroup.com



The concept of pursuing excellence is a philosophy that is central to every aspect of Ali 
Group’s business. With over 50 years of manufacturing experience and in the unique position 
of being the world’s largest and most diversified foodservice equipment manufacturing 
company, Ali Group can boast a rich history of redefining what excellence looks like in the 
industry.

At Ali Group we have a dedication to continually improve and innovate our products and 
extend our market reach globally. Our outstanding array of specialized brands and complete 
product portfolio benefit from our truly global footprint, pursuing excellence across every 
brand for our clients around the world.

A culture of excellence where we deliver 
the best results every day
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77 individual brands globally
20 within North America 

Over 10,000 employees worldwide
3600+ employees in North America

58 manufacturing facilities in 14 countries  

Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas



At Ali Group we are committed to staying ahead of the competition by being the best we 
possibly can be. In order to do this we ensure that we continually review our manufacturing 
practices and focus on innovation across our brands worldwide. We take inspiration from 
developments in other sectors as well as from across our own industry. Ali Group is an 
outward-looking company and we are constantly striving to improve what we do.

Innovation is pivotal to Ali Group. We innovate because we believe primarily that it can 
always be done. This approach applies to innovating our product range and also to how we 
can better understand each market and adapt to evolving needs. 

As a company we share competences and implement best practice across the brands, for 
example with developments in energy savings. We never rest in that regard and are always 
focused on initiatives to improve the way we do things in our factories and in our product 
development. 
Every brand in the Ali Group has been in the market for at least 25 years, while some have 
been in the market for over 100 years. We use this experience, this heritage and a wealth of 
different competences to build for the future. 

A history of constant innovation and a dedication 
that goes beyond our clients’ expectations
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A belief in selecting strong brands 
that complement what we do

Acquisition is an underlying theme of the Ali Group, adding to our product lines and 
giving us greater geographical coverage of each market. Each Ali Group brand operates 
independently and cultivates its own individual strengths. It’s about ownership, with our 
brands really feeling responsible for what they do. At Ali Group we believe in staying close 
to our clients so that we can fully understand their needs and challenges.

Our investment in the future is to mentor our existing companies, stimulating and training 
them to the highest standards possible whilst also searching for new acquisitions that will 
further complement our offering to clients.
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Over 50 years of manufacturing excellence

A minimum of 25 years in the market 
for each Ali Group brand 

A wealth of experience and expertise 



At Ali Group it’s all about the people. We boast a great set of minds, allied with the right 
attitude. When we are recruiting, our focus is very much on the individual rather than on 
their specific competences in the foodservice business.

Our general managers and corporate executives all have their own specialty, whether it’s 
operations, after-sales, marketing or purchasing. These are all people that bring us different 
areas of expertise and experience from other sectors. 

We ensure that we appoint the right managers who will look at each company with an 
entrepreneurial eye. We are proud to employ people who wake up in the morning and think 
about new products or improving their current products - constantly thinking about their 
customers or how to manufacture better and more efficiently. That helps us to offer products 
that are best in class in the industry.

A philosophy of investing in talented people 
who can enhance our service 
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A commitment to giving our clients 
full service worldwide

Having so many different specialist brands means that Ali Group has the unique advantage 
of being able to operate in practically all of the product categories in the kitchen. We 
can also give clients a superb choice of products within those different categories; offering 
bespoke equipment for operations in anything from hotels, restaurants, schools, cafeterias 
and supermarkets to bakeries, patisseries and gelaterie. Ali Group is also equally adept at 
providing kitchens and laundries for camps in the oil, mining and construction industries as 
well as military bases, often operating in challenging, war-torn environments. 

From Uzbekistan to New Zealand; from across the US to the farthest reaches of China and 
Russia and some of the most remote places on earth, Ali Group is the only company that can 
truly operate all over the world, our commitment to excellence never wavering.
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A truly global reach 

An ability to operate in remote, 
challenging environments

Specialist experience in each sector
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Ice cream 
& beverage 
DISPeNSe

WaSHINg 
& WaSte 

maNagemeNt

Ice maKerS
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cOOKINg reFrIgeratIONbaKery meal DelIvery, 
PreParatION 
& StOrage 
SOlutIONS

cOFFee 
macHINeS

Our brands in North America
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RECOGNIZED AS THE GLOBAL LEADER 
IN MEAL-DELIVERY SYSTEMS

• ROOM SERVICE AND COOK-SERVE PATIENT TRAY 
DELIVERY SYSTEMS

• HIGH-PERFORMANCE CONVECTION/CONDUCTION 
RETHERMALIZATION SYSTEMS

• COMPLETE LINE OF DISHWARE, BEVERAGEWARE AND 
DISPOSABLES FOR TRAYTOP

• HOT AND COLD MEAL-ASSEMBLY AND TRAY DELIVERY 
EQUIPMENT

• DISPENSING, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTING 
EQUIPMENT

• STAINLESS STEEL WORK TABLES, SERVING AND UTILITY 
COUNTERS

• AIR CURTAIN REFRIGERATORS

ALADDIN TEMP-RITE designs, manufactures and supplies 
complete meal-delivery systems, equipment and traytop 
products that support the healthcare foodservice industry. 
For nearly 50 years, its revolutionary patented products using 
insulation, conduction, convection and induction have led the 
industry to new heights of quality, safety and patient satisfaction. 
ALADDIN TEMP-RITE products maintain appropriate hot 
and cold food temperatures, so meals can be delivered at 
their peak of flavor and goodness, enhancing the patient 
experience. Our patented Heat On Demand® products keep 
hot food hot, and ALADDIN’s Ready-Chill® cold system keeps 
salads, sandwiches, desserts and drinks deliciously chilled, 
from the kitchen to the patient bedside. Support equipment 
such as food counters, work tables, dispensers and air curtain 
refrigerators help in assembling meals. A complete line of meal 
delivery carts help serve it. For more efficient use of labor and 
greater latitude for meal-assembly time, ALADDIN’s patented 
Cook-Chill rethermalization system Convect-Rite III® provides 
flexibility and simplicity of operation, while enhancing food 
quality, presentation and the ability to expand menu choices. 
ALADDIN meal-delivery systems: the right products providing 
solutions from the better by degrees people.

ALADDIN TEMP-RITE® 250 E. Main Street 
Hendersonville, TN 37075 - USA
Phone 800 888 8018 Fax 615 338 3623 
www.aladdintemprite.com info@aladdin-atr.com

Aladdin offers beautiful insulated tableware in a variety of designer colors: EssenceTM is shown 

on the left. Allure® is shown on the right

 Aladdin Temp-Rite LLC

HIGH SPEED COOKING PRODUCTS 
FOR PROFESSIONAL KITCHENS

ACP, Inc. 225 49th Avenue Drive S.W. 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404 - USA 
Phone 319 368 8120 Fax 319 368 8197
www.acpsolutions.com info@acpsolutions.com

ACP, Inc. manufactures a full line of commercial high-speed 
cooking equipment carrying the AMANA and MENUMASTER 
brands. The first countertop commercial high-speed oven 
was introduced over 50 years ago under the AMANA brand. 
The MENUMASTER Jetwave™, one of the first high-speed 
combination ovens in the market, was introduced nearly 20 
years ago. Today, AMANA and MENUMASTER remain the 
recognized leaders of commercial microwave ovens and high 
speed cooking solutions. Building upon a solid foundation 
of innovation, technology and state-of-the-art facilities, ACP, 
Inc. continues to develop new products designed to reduce 
cooking time, improve overall kitchen efficiency and enhance 
the quality and consistency of the foods prepared in our 
ovens.

• COMMERCIAL MICROWAVE OVENS 
• COMMERCIAL CONVECTION/MICROWAVE OVENS 
• COMMERCIAL HIGH SPEED COMBINATION OVENS

Amana® Convection Express 

Combination Oven

AXP High-Speed Oven

The HDC Microwave Series delivers high-

speed results in a compact footprint, saving 

valuable counter space

The RC Microwave Series is ideal for large 

batch cooking and steaming in commercial 

restaurants and institutions

 ACPInc

 ACP_Inc 
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FAMOUS FOR DONUT AND BREAD-MAKING 
EQUIPMENT SINCE 1923

BELSHAW ADAMATIC BAKERY GROUP
814 44th Street NW, Suite 103
Auburn, WA 98001 - USA
Phone 206 322 5474 Fax 206 322 5425 
www.belshaw.com info@belshaw.com

BELSHAW ADAMATIC BAkERy GROUP has served the 
baking industry for over 90 years and is one of the leading 
bakery equipment companies in North America. BELSHAW 
designs and manufactures donut production equipment for 
thousands of retail and wholesale customers in more than 
100 countries, including fast food chains, supermarkets, 
and large scale food processing plants. ADAMATIC designs 
and manufactures innovative dough divider-rounders and 
breadlines for wholesale bakeries in the USA, Canada 
and other international markets. BELSHAW ADAMATIC 
products are renowned for both efficiency and long life with 
many of their systems still profitable after decades of use.

• DONUT FRYERS & EQUIPMENT
• DONUT FINISHING EQUIPMENT
• DOUGH DIVIDER-ROUNDERS
• BREAD MAKE-UP SYSTEMS

Adamatic Combi Bread Line

High Volume Donut System

Belshaw Donuts

Century Donut System

Donut Robot® Mark II

Century Donut System

Founded in 1944 by John Buffington, BEVERAGE-AIR is a 
leading manufacturer of commercial refrigeration equipment 
to the foodservice industry. Our commitment to manufacturing 
quality products, combined with solution-based engineering 
has driven the brand to the forefront of refrigeration 
innovation. The core values of our business are structured 
around a firm commitment to our customers, the industry 
and the environment. BEVERAGE-AIR has been offering a 
comprehensive range of refrigeration equipment, unique 
products and unmatched aftermarket services for over 70 years. 
Products include reach-in refrigerators and freezers, worktop 
and undercounters, sandwich and pizza preparation units, chef 
bases, blast chillers, glass door merchandisers, school milk 
coolers, open-air merchandisers and bar equipment including: 
backbar, deep well, dual zone, and direct draw models. 
BEVERAGE-AIR products are manufactured in Brookville, PA, 
with corporate headquarters located in Winston Salem, NC.

BEVERAGE-AIR® 3779 Champion Boulevard 
Winston Salem, NC 27105 - USA 
Phone 336 245 6400 Fax 336 245 6407 
www.beverage-air.com sales@bevair.com

ONE OF THE LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF COMMERCIAL 
REFRIGERATION TO THE NORTH AMERICAN 
FOODSERVICE INDUSTRY

• REACH-IN REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS
• UNDERCOUNTER/WORKTOP REFRIGERATORS, 

FREEZERS & DUAL-TEMPERATURE MODELS
• SANDWICH AND PIZZA PREPARATION UNITS
• CHEF BASES
• BLAST CHILLERS
• GLASS DOOR MERCHANDISERS
• SCHOOL MILK COOLERS
• OPEN-AIR MERCHANDISERS
• BAR EQUIPMENT: BACK BAR, DEEP WELL, DIRECT 

DRAW, DUAL-TEMPERATURE, & WINE MODELS

Worktop & Undercounter Refrigerators 

& Freezers. Including The Only Dual-

Temperature Units in the Industry

Beverage-Air offers the largest breadth 

of sandwich prep models, including their 

see-through lid models

Dual-Temperature Refrigerators & FreezersRefrigerator & Freezer Chef Base models 

available from 36” up to 120” 

Dual-Zone for Wine and/or Beer
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CARPIGIANI USA 
3760 Industrial Drive
Winston-Salem, NC 27105
Phone 336 661 9893 Fax 336 661 9895
info@carpigiani-usa.com www.carpigiani-usa.com

• BATCH FREEZERS AND PASTEURIZERS
• SOFT SERVE ICE CREAM MACHINES
• SLUSH AND SHAKE MACHINES
• CREAM WHIPPERS

THE LEADER IN THE FIELD OF ICE CREAM, 
GELATO AND FROZEN DESSERT MACHINES

CARPIGIANI is the global benchmark in the gelato production 
industry. CARPIGIANI, established in 1946, is an unrivalled 
market leader for its high standards, quality products, 
attention to customer’s needs, and technological innovation. 
CARPIGIANI supports its gelato equipment with a worldwide 
network of highly-skilled sales and service technicians. The 
premier brand name in frozen dessert machines, the company 
has become the epitome of quality and service in the 
foodservice industry. Carpigiani also hosts the Gelato World 
Tour, the world’s largest gelato competition, and Carpigiani 
Gelato University, providing unparalleled professional 
education on frozen desserts for gelato artisans. CARPIGIANI 
has subsidiaries in China, France, Germany, Japan, Holland, 
Russia, Uk, Brazil, and Argentina.

XVL Express Technology is an important 

collection of compact, robust floor-standing 

machines for producing express gelato using 

the best technologies

Carpigiani, Carpigiani Gelato University, 
Gelato Museum Carpigiani, My Gelato App

Carpigiani Gelato University, 
Carpigiani North America 

       Carpigiani1946, MyGelatoApp

Carpigiani1946

193 is a machine for giving free space to your 

imagination and creates cup as well as new 

soft delights and single portions

Create gelato on a stick and gelato cakes with 

maximum simplicity using the Masterstick. This 

innovative Carpigiani machine has a special 

program that only partially crystalizes gelato 

mix while adding high overrun. The highly 

capable machine can even produce a great 

milkshake.

Maestro HE is the new high efficiency 

Carpigiani batch freezer, providing faster 

production and greater flexibility, first in 

its category for performance, convenience, 

safety, hygiene, and savings 

BURLODGE USA
3760 Industrial Drive
Winston-Salem, NC 27105
Phone 336 776 1010 Fax 336 776 1090
info@burlodgeusa.com  www.burlodgeusa.com

BURLODGE CANADA LTD.
10 Edvac Drive 
Brampton, ON L6S 5P2 
Phone 905 790 1881 Fax 905 790 1883
info@burlodgeca.com  www.burlodgeca.com

• TRAYED MEAL COOK-SERVE/COOK-CHILL/COOK 
FREEZE SYSTEMS

• ROOM SERVICE/HOSTESS/BULK STYLE SERVICE 
SYSTEMS

• TEMPERATURE BOOSTING AND MAINTENANCE 
   TRAY SYSTEMS
• HACCP AND COMPUTERIZED MONITORING SYSTEMS

INNOVATIVE MEAL DELIVERY SOLUTIONS

BURLODGE equipment is highly evolved and bridges form 
and function, durability and design to make life easier and 
more efficient for hospitals, nursing homes, schools and 
other institutions. BURLODGE highest-quality systems and 
talented personnel offer clients the highest quality service, 
innovative technology and cutting-edge design equipment. 
The varied product line caters to the entire spectrum of needs 
for distributing multi-portioned meals and personalized 
meal trays from single to complex multi-site locations. The 
user-friendly systems together with our unique HACCP and 
monitoring options can hold, transport and serve quality 
meals safely at correct temperatures. BURLODGE has five 
subsidiary companies in the United kingdom (Head Office), 
Italy, Canada, US, France and is represented in the rest of the 
world by exclusive partners. With commitment, experience 
and talented people, BURLODGE provides innovative 
feeding systems that enable our customers to deliver quality 
meals with confidence.

The Multigen 106 hostess/bulk service system

The B-Pod CT (Carbon Tech) tray delivery system

The RTS HL (Hot Line) tray delivery system The RTS CT (Carbon Tech) with Transrack option

The Optima RS (Room Service) temperature 

maintenance delivery system
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CMA Dishmachines 12700 Knott Street 
Garden Grove, CA 92841 - USA 
Phone 714 898 8781 Fax 714 895 2141 
www.cmadishmachines.com 
customerservice@cmadishmachines.com

• HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURE COMMERCIAL 
DISHWASHERS

• CHEMICAL SANITIZING COMMERCIAL DISHWASHERS
• GLASSWASHERS
• VENTLESS DISHWASHERS

ONE OF THE MOST PROMINENT MANUFACTURERS 
OF PROFESSIONAL AND COMMERCIAL 
DISHWASHING MACHINES

Founded in 1976, CMA is now one of the most prominent 
manufacturers of professional and commercial dishwashing 
machines. CMA products are marketed through a vast network 
of qualified resellers and chemical products distributors to 
final users primarily in sectors such as hotels, restaurants, 
fast food chains, hospitals and institutional canteens. CMA’s 
success is based on strategic choices: offering high quality 
machines designed to maximize productivity while minimizing 
operating costs, consumption of water, energy and cleaning 
products, as well as guaranteeing long-lasting efficiency. 
CMA provides top quality commercial and technical support, 
with product innovation always at the forefront. Another 
strong point of this Californian company is its leasing arm, 
that provides financial services to its customers throughout 
the USA.

Chemical Sanitizing Undercounter Glasswasher Ventless High Temperature Dishmachine

Low Temperature, Chemical Sanitizing 

Extended Commercial Dishwasher

Low Temperature Front Loader Commercial 

Dishwasher

CHAMPION INDUSTRIES Inc. 3765 Champion Boulevard
Winston-Salem, NC 27105 - USA 
Phone 336 661 1556 Fax 336 661 1979 
www.championindustries.com info@championindustries.com

• FLIGHT DISHWASHERS
• RACK CONVEYOR DISHWASHERS
• UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHERS
• DOOR TYPE DISHWASHERS
• POT AND PAN WASHERS
• PULPERS
• FOODSERVICE WASTE HANDLING SYSTEMS

THE DISHWASHING MACHINE SPECIALISTS 
FOR OVER 100 YEARS

For over a century, CHAMPION has designed, manufactured 
and serviced a complete line of commercial dishwashing 
equipment ranging from under counter machines to single-
rack door machines, rack conveyor machines, upright 
conveyor/flight machines and powered soak sinks and pot 
and pan washing systems. Champion also manufactures 
TRISyS waste equipment which includes Pulper Systems, 
the Slow Speed Grinder (SSG), Centrifuge and Phoenix 
dehydrator. Champion produces BI-LINE, stainless steel 
foodservice conveyors designed to convey a wide range 
of trays and other foodservice products. Champion’s ability 
to customize products makes them the preferred brand for 
foodservice operations of all sizes - from coffee houses and 
restaurants to hospitals, schools and other institutions.

Bi-Line EZ Rack Accumulator

Undercounter Machine

Flight Type Machine

 ChampionInd.Warewashing

 ChampionInd
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RANCILIO GROUP NORTH AMERICA 
1340 Internationale Parkway - Suite 200
Woodridge IL 60517 USA
Phone 630 914 7900 Fax 630 914 7901
www.ranciliogroupna.com info@ranciliogroupna.com

• FULLY-AUTOMATIC ESPRESSO MACHINES
• ADD-ONS: PAYMENT SYSTEMS, POWDER MODULES, 

CUP WARMERS, COOLING DEVICES 

ExTRAORDINARY KNOW-HOW IN THE DESIGN AND 
MANUFACTURE OF FULLY-AUTOMATIC COFFEE 
MACHINES

EGRO Coffee Systems AG, established in 1849 as a company 
specialized in metal processing, has become a leader in the 
coffee machine business. Since 1934, thanks to its passion 
and dedication to Swiss Coffee Technology, EGRO is an 
absolute guarantee of Swiss excellence in the production 
of fully-automatic machines. Expertise and commitment to 
quality are behind a range of new and innovative solutions 
that employ increasingly advanced and sophisticated 
technologies. EGRO brand has a patented stainless steel 
brewing system that guarantees the best quality in the cup 
and represents the beating heart of these highly sophisticated 
machines. EGRO exports its products worldwide through 
an extensive sales and service network, delivering high 
performance customized products to you wherever you are. 
As part of Rancilio and Ali Group, EGRO brings passion and 
commitment to producing the very best in coffee and milk 
beverages. 

ONE: outstanding performance, excellent design and advanced ergonomics with an intuitive 

and easy user interface

ZERO: flexibility and high performance for locations with medium daily consumption

EDLUND Company, LLC 159 Industrial Parkway 
Burlington, VT 05401 - USA
Phone 802 862 9661 Fax 802 862 4822
www.edlundco.com customerservice@edlundco.com

• MANUAL AND ELECTRIC CAN OPENERS AND CAN 
CRUSHERS

• HIGH-VOLUME CAN OPENING SOLUTIONS FOR FOOD 
SERVICE OPERATIONS AND FOOD PROCESSORS

• MECHANICAL AND DIGITAL PORTION, RECEIVING, 
AND SPECIALTY SCALES

• KNIFE SHARPENING, STORAGE, AND SANITIZING 
EQUIPMENT

• ELECTRIC AND MANUAL FRUIT AND VEGETABLE 
SLICERS

A GLOBAL LEADER IN CAN OPENING SOLUTIONS,
MEAL PREPARATION, KNIFE SANITIZING AND 
STORAGE, AND WEIGHING EQUIPMENT FOR 
THE FOODSERVICE AND FOOD PROCESSING 
INDUSTRIES

EDLUND Company, LLC has been the recognized leader in 
the manufacture of commercial can openers and high volume 
can opening solutions for over 90 years. From our manual 
and electric openers to high-volume air powered solutions 
that will open and crush almost any size can, EDLUND can 
provide the perfect solution and deliver it almost anywhere in 
the world. As one of the leading American manufacturers of 
high quality Smallwares and light equipment for Foodservice, 
EDLUND has been the recipient of two successive kitchen 
Innovations Awards (2014-2015) from the National Restaurant 
Association, recognized with multiple “Best New Products” 
Awards in 2013 and 2014 by the leading trade magazines in 
the USA and United kingdom, and EDLUND scales have been 
voted “Best in Class” by operators, consultants and dealers 
for 12 years in a row by readers of Foodservice Equipment 
& Supplies (FE&S) magazine. With manufacturing facilities 
in Vermont, USA, and distribution centers in Vermont, USA, 
Belgium, and Hong kong, we can be in your kitchen within 
a few days.

Arc Slicer

5 Star Series Portion Scale

Tomato LaserPoseidon Digital Scale

Titan Series Max-Cut

#1™ Manual Can Opener

Knife Sterilizer

700T Manual Crown Punch

 Edlund

ranciliogroupNA

RancilioEgroUSA

 Rancilio Group North America
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ELOMA USA 
3765 Champion Blvd.
Winston-Salem, NC 27105 USA
Phone 844 356 6287 Fax 336 217 8807
www.elomausa.com info@elomausa.com

• COMBI STEAMERS 
• BAKING OVENS 
• CONVECTION OVENS
• PROOFERS
• RESTING CABINET
• ACCESSORIES

PREMIUM QUALITY COMBI STEAMERS AND 
BAKING TECHNOLOGY

ELOMA GMBH is a leading manufacturer of combi steamers 
and bake-off ovens for the professional field. The company’s 
philosophy guarantees the highest quality in appliances as 
well as for all processes demanded from today’s kitchen. The 
company was founded in 1975 and joined Ali Group in 2007. 
ELOMA delivers to over 65 countries worldwide. Customers 
range from five star hotels, premium dining restaurants to 
petrol stations, trains, ships and even submarines. ELOMA 
offers a large selection of combi steamers and bake-off ovens 
(gas and electric) as well as a wide range of accessories 
such as condensation hoods, thermal cabinets, proofers and 
banqueting systems. ELOMA products guarantee optimal 
results, high efficiency and sustainable operation costs. Custom 
solutions are available to meet the client’s every need. True to 
the ELOMA motto “Simplicity at Its Best“ the new product 
lines GeniusMT set new standards in ease of use and user-
friendliness. The most outstanding highlights: a highly durable 
MultiTouch display with ELOMA’s own MT Technology, which 
combines intuitive controlling with easy handling. During the 
product development the focus was put on adjusting the 
controlling to everyday life in the kitchen as much as possible. 
The result: ultrafast response, precise operation and easy 
access to cooking and baking programs, the favorites and 
standard programs. 

The combi steamer GENIUSMT delights with its advanced MT Technology which is tailored to 

various requirements

With a width of only 20.5 inches, the GENIUSMT Compact offers flexibility and high performance 

in a confined space

ELECTRO FREEZE 2116 Eighth Avenue
East Moline, IL 61244 - USA 
Phone 309 755 4553 Fax 309 755 9858
www.electrofreeze.com www.hcduke.com
sales@electrofreeze.com sales@hcduke.com

• SOFT SERVE ICE CREAM MACHINES 
• YOGURT MACHINES
• SHAKE AND SLUSH MACHINES 
• COCKTAIL AND SMOOTHIE MACHINES
• BATCH FREEZERS

LEADING AMERICAN MANUFACTURER OF FROZEN 
TREAT EQUIPMENT

ELECTRO FREEZE, a division of H. C. Duke & Son, LLC 
founded in 1929, is a leader in the world of frozen treat 
machines. Their great dependability and ease of use has 
made ELECTRO FREEZE machines highly regarded in the 
American and world markets by both independent operators 
and large chain accounts such as Dairy Queen, Carvel, and 
Sonic. ELECTRO FREEZE manufactures a wide range of 
machines including soft serve, yogurt, shake, slush, cocktail, 
and batch machines.  Both pressurized and gravity soft 
serve machines can produce an assortment of frozen treats 
including yogurt, custard, soft serve and sorbet. Customers 
are encouraged to ”taste the difference”  and experience 
the quality products that these machines produce. ELECTRO 
FREEZE also stands out for their many innovations in the 
frozen treat industry including a pressurized system that 
maintains exceptional product quality while providing ease 
of operation, maintenance and cleaning. 
Quality and simplicity at its best by ELECTRO FREEZE.

SLX400 Soft Serve Freezer: twist, gravity, 

floor standing model

44RMT-FB Fuzionate 9 Flavor Soft Serve Freezer, 

flavor blended, pressurized, floor standing model

876 Slush Freezer, floor standing model CS705 5 Flavor Frozen Beverage Freezer, 

gravity-fed, flavor injected, floor standing 

model

ElectroFreeze.Twist
ElomaNorthAmerica

ElectroFreeze1
Eloma_NA
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 IcePureandSimple

ICE-O-MATIC Global Headquarters 
11100 East 45th Ave. Denver, CO 80239 - USA
Phone 303 371 3737 (800 423 3367) 
Fax 303 371 6296 
www.iceomatic.com customer.service@iceomatic.com 

• CUBE ICE MACHINES
• FLAKE ICE MACHINES
• PEARL ICE MACHINES
• GOURMET ICE MACHINES
• ICE STORAGE BINS
• ICE DISPENSERS
• ICE AND WATER DISPENSERS
• FILTRATION SYSTEMS

ICE. PURE AND SIMPLE

For over 60 years, ICE-O-MATIC has been designing and 
manufacturing commercial ice machines, storage bins, and 
dispensers, based on the principle that simplicity leads to 
reliability, and productivity is often more important than 
features. We have a history of innovative design that delivers 
more ice, allows for cleaner machines, and brings affordable 
value, which has led ICE-O-MATIC to be the global preference 
in ice machines. All of this with the greatest respect for energy 
and water efficiency, to ensure our customers the highest 
quantity and purest quality of ice for their investment dollar. 
Ice. Pure and Simple. 

Self-Contained Machine Undercounter Pearl Ice Machine C5 4 Series with Insulation Armour Plus MetroMax 4 all Polymer Shelving

Polymer Adjustable Poker Chip Dish DollySmartwall G3 Productivity System
Modular Machine on a Bin HIS Series Self Contained Cube Ice Makers

INTERMETRO INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
651 N. Washington Street, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18705 - USA
Phone 570 825 2741 Fax 570 823 0250
www.metro.com  cssupport@metro.com

• WIRE & POLYMER SHELVING SYSTEMS
• HEATED HOLDING & TRANSPORT CABINETS
• WALL STORAGE SYSTEMS
• HIGH-DENSITY STORAGE SYSTEMS
• PREP/WORKSTATIONS
• SPECIALTY STORAGE & TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

THE WORLD’S LEADING MANUFACTURER 
OF STORAGE, HOLDING AND TRANSPORT 
EQUIPMENT IN FOODSERVICE, COMMERCIAL 
AND HEALTHCARE MARKETS

For over 80 years, INTERMETRO (METRO) has been the 
world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of storage, 
holding and transport products in the Foodservice, 
Commercial Products and Healthcare Industries. Founded 
in 1929, the company is headquartered in Wilkes-Barre, 
Pennsylvania, and has offices throughout the United States 
and internationally. From the latest innovations in shelving 
products, to a full offering of heated, holding and transport 
cabinets, to productivity workstations, to specialty carts 
for various commercial industries, METRO is focused and 
committed to understanding the needs of our customers. 
This approach has resulted in an evolution from being simply 
a shelving company to a technology & solutions company 
with a broad portfolio of new products and services. METRO’s 
Strategic Account Services initiative provides workflow 
planning assistance, room layout recommendations, 3D 
photo-realistic imaging, space optimization audits, and many 
other value-added services.  Simply stated, METRO provides 
flexible solutions for industries that thrive on change.

 Metroandu

 MetroandU

qwikTrak High Density Active Aisle StorageSuper Erecta Wire Selving

 iceomaticusa
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 MoffatNA

MOFFAT INC. 
3765 Champion Boulevard
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27105 - USA 
Phone 336 661 0257 Fax 336 661 9546
www.moffatusa.com sales@moffat.com

• CONVECTION OVENS
• PROOFERS

THE LEADING MANUFACTURER OF COMMERCIAL 
CONVECTION COOKING SYSTEMS

MOFFAT Convection Cooking Systems offer a complete 
line of convection ovens designed for commercial use in 
applications such as convenience stores, chain restaurants, 
hotels, independent restaurants, schools, supermarkets, 
bakeries, and cafeterias. All MOFFAT ovens are designed to 
give operators the most cooking performance and capacity 
while requiring the least amount of floor space and reducing 
utility costs. The compact footprint allows MOFFAT ovens 
and proofers to be installed in restricted conditions offering 
greater production capabilities of full size sheet pans. By 
using less floor space, MOFFAT ovens allow more room for 
merchandising and other production equipment. Units can 
be countertop or stand mounted. They can also be double 
stacked for installations requiring even greater throughput.

Turbofan E33T5 Compact Convection Oven

Turbofan E32D5 Compact Convection Oven on P8M proofer

Turbofan E31D4 Convection Oven 

with digital display

 MoffatUSA

MOYER-DIEBEL 2674 North Service Road
Jordan Station - Ontario, L0R 1S0 - Canada
Phone 905 562 4195 Fax 905 562 4618
www.championindustries.com/canada
sales@moyerdiebellimited.com

MOYER-DIEBEL 3765 Champion Boulevard
Winston-Salem - NC - 27105 - USA
Phone 336 661 1992 Fax 336 661 1979
www.moyerdiebel.com sales@moyerdiebel.com

• ROTARY AND CONVEYOR GLASSWASHERS
• SANITIZED GLASS SYSTEMS
• DISHWASHING MACHINES
• FRONT LOADING DISH AND GLASSWASHERS

THE GLASSWASHING EQUIPMENT 
LEADER SINCE 1946

Since 1946, the name MOyER-DIEBEL has been synonymous 
with the very best in glass washing and warewashing systems 
for high volume applications in the biggest hotels, casinos, 
fast-food chains, bars and pubs. The MOyER-DIEBEL system 
with its solid construction and unique design eliminates 
much of the manual handling associated with warewashing 
processes, producing sparkling clean glassware that is 
completely sanitized, cooled and ready for immediate use 
right out of the machine. This enables customers to save 
on labor costs, reduces breakage and increases overall 
efficiency. The company’s modern plant, on the shores of 
Lake Ontario in Canada, designs, produces and supplies 
services for machinery employing both traditional hot water 
washing systems and chemical sanitization systems.

Rack Conveyor Machines

Conveyor Type Glasswasher

Rotary Type GlasswasherUndercounter Dishwasher

Door Type Dishmachine

 Moyer Diebel
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RANCILIO GROUP NORTH AMERICA
1340 Internationale Parkway
Suite 200
Woodridge IL 60517 USA
Phone 630 914 7900 Fax 630 914 7901
www.ranciliogroupna.com info@ranciliogroupna.com

• PROFESSIONAL TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO MACHINES
• DOSING-GRINDERS
• HOME LINE TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO MACHINES

A GLOBAL LEADER IN THE PRODUCTION OF 
TRADITIONAL MACHINES FOR THE PREPARATION 
OF HIGH-QUALITY ESPRESSO-BASED BEVERAGES

Since 1927, RANCILIO has worked to safeguard and promote 
Italian espresso culture worldwide through the production 
of professional espresso machines and dosing-grinders 
with advanced technology and design. The company puts 
a special focus on reliability and customer care and its wide 
range of products is able to satisfy all market needs. Since 
1999, RANCILIO has opened five branch companies: Chicago, 
USA; Barcelona, Spain; Lisbon, Portugal; Dottikon, Switzerland 
and Weikersheim, Germany. The company joined the market 
of fully-automatic coffee machines following the acquisition 
of Egro Coffee Systems AG in 2008. With 45 active patents 
and two Research and Development centers, Rancilio 
Group shows its commitment to innovation and its desire to 
interpret to perfection the needs of coffee lovers worldwide. 
RANCILIO is publishing the BEATS Sustainability Report 
to provide its stakeholders with a periodical report on the 
actions taken and the commitments made to develop socially 
responsible corporate conduct. RANCILIO is committed to the 
responsible management of resources. The company follows an 
environmentally-friendly policy for all its production processes, 
attaining the ISO 9001 and the ISO 14001 certifications. A 
photovoltaic system, on the roof of the 86,000 sq ft  production 
plant, produces energy to satisfy the company’s needs. Product 
development is oriented to increase efficiency and sustainability 
to ensure responsible growth.

Classe 11: a new chapter in the history of high-quality espresso

Classe 5: extremely functional with a futuristic style

Classe 7: designed to combine functionality, ergonomics and a contemporary look

Classe 9: perfect combination of design and technological excellence

 ranciliogroupNA

 RancilioEgroUSA

 Rancilio Group North America

THE WORLD’S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 
COMMERCIAL ICE MACHINES

Brilliance® Nugget Ice 

Machine

Prodigy Plus® Cube Ice Machine 

with Storage Bin

Prodigy Plus® Cube Ice Machine 

with Hotel Dispenser

USA Scotsman Ice Systems 
775 Corporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hills, IL 60061 
Phone 847 215 4500 Fax 847 913 9844 
www.scotsman-ice.com  www.ScotsmanHomeIce.com
customer.relations@scotsman-ice.com

• CUBE ICE MACHINES
• GOURMET CUBE ICE MACHINES
• NUGGET “THE ORIGINAL CHEWABLE ICE®” MACHINES
• FLAKE ICE MACHINES
• ICE MAKERS & DISPENSERS
• ICE & WATER DISPENSERS
• ICE STORAGE BINS, ICE DISTRIBUTION,
 ICE TRANSPORT & ICE BAGGING SYSTEM
• WATER FILTRATION SYSTEMS
• RESIDENTIAL ICE MACHINES

SCOTSMAN is the world’s leading manufacturer of ice 
machines for one basic reason: we understand the critical 
importance of ice to any number of businesses. Since 1950, 
SCOTSMAN pioneered the development of affordable, 
reliable ice-making machines. Over a half-century of research, 
innovation and superior customer service, we continue to 
be one of the largest manufacturers of ice machines in the 
world, with distributors and authorized service agents in 
over 100 countries. Today, there are more than one million 
SCOTSMAN ice machines at work around the world ranging 
between 30 pounds of ice to over 1 ton of ice in a 24-hour 
period. SCOTSMAN offers not only the broadest line of ice 
machines, but also the most energy efficient. Many machines 
have earned the ENERGy STAR® by meeting strict energy 
efficiency guidelines set by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and the U.S.72 Department of Energy.

CU0715 Essential Ice™ 

Undercounter Cube Ice 

Machine

Meridian™ Series Ice 

Machine and Water Dispenser

 TheIdealIce

 ScotsmanIceSystems

 Scotsman Home Ice
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VICTORY REFRIGERATION 
3779 Champion Blvd
Winston-Salem, NC 27105 - USA
Phone 888 845 9800 Fax 800 253 5168
www.victoryrefrigeration.com info@victoryrefrigeration.com

• REACH-IN, ROLL-IN & PASS-THRU REFRIGERATORS & 
FREEZERS

• REACH-IN, ROLL-IN & PASS-THRU BLAST CHILLER/
FREEZER/THAWING CABINETS

• WORKTOP AND UNDERCOUNTER REFRIGERATORS 
AND FREEZERS

• DUAL TEMPERATURE REFRIGERATORS/FREEZERS & 
REFRIGERATORS/WARMERS

• WARMING CABINETS
• SALAD/SANDWICH AND PIZZA PREP TABLES
• REFRIGERATED CHEF BASES
• AIR CURTAIN REFRIGERATORS
• WINE MERCHANDISERS
• GLASS DOOR DISPLAY REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS

VICTORY REFRIGERATION IS KNOWN FOR DURABILTY, 
PERFORMANCE, & INNOVATION IN THE HIGH END 
INSTITUTIONAL ARENA

Since 1945, VICTORy Refrigeration has been a global leader 
in the design and manufacturing of commercial refrigeration 
for the foodservice industry. VICTORy UltraSpec™ featuring 
Secure-Temp 1.0™ offers a broad, flexible and customizable 
product line that features industry leading energy saving 
performance, exclusive Secure-Temp 1.0™ Technology & 
unparalleled service. VICTORy products are specified by 
professional foodservice directors and consultants worldwide 
for use in colleges, universities, hospitals, correctional 
facilities, arenas, stadiums, entertainment venues and fine 
restaurants. VICTORy products are supported by world-class 
service and technical support. Made in the USA for over 70 
years, VICTORy has truly earned its reputation as a brand of 
choice in the institutional arena. 

The UltraSpec Series features Secure-Temp 1.0™ monitoring technology

The UltraSpec series features Secure Temp 1.0 and has a sleek design with unmatched benefits 

and features

Full line of heavy duty UltraSpec horizontal refrigeration products

YOur NOtes
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Ali Group Global Headquarters 
Via Gobetti, 2a | Villa Fiorita 
20063 Cernusco sul Naviglio 
Milan | Italy 
Phone +39 02 921991 
italy@aligroup.com

Ali Group Australia 
740 Springvale Road | Mulgrave 
Melbourne Vic. 3170
Australia 
Phone +61 3 95183888 
australia@aligroup.com

Ali Group Singapore
1 Commonwealth Lane
#09-22 One Commonwealth 
Singapore 149544
Phone +65 6738 5393
singapore@aligroup.com
 

Ali Group South Africa 
P.o. Box 44 | Riverclub 2149 
Lakeview Business Park | Unit 4,8 
10 yaldwyn Road | Jetpark | Boksburg
Phone + 27 11 826 6742
southafrica@aligroup.com
 

Ali Group Brazil
Av. Dom Pedro I, 513
Vila Monumento
São Paulo-SP | CEP. | 01552-001
Phone +55 11 20618207 
brazil@aligroup.com

Ali Group Canada 
2674 North Service Rd. 
Jordan Station | Ontario 
LOR 1S0 Canada 
Phone 905 5624195 
canada@aligroup.com

Ali Group China
MTR Cloud Center, 3rd Floor, Suite A
619 Caoyang Road Putuo District 
Shanghai 200063 | China
Phone +86 21 6285 5858
china@aligroup.com

Ali Group Hong kong 
4a Harrington Building
36-50 Wang Wo Tsai St.
Tsuen Wan | Hong kong
Phone: +86 852 2407 5422
hongkong@aligroup.com

Ali Group France
17-19 Avenue Gaston Monmousseau
93240 Stains
France
Phone +33 1 48216325
france@aligroup.com

Ali Group Germany
Lochfeldstraße 28
76437 Rastatt
Germany
Phone +49 7222 1597740
germany@aligroup.com

Ali Group Japan 
Setagaya-ku 
1540005 Tokyo
Japan 
Phone +81 3 5779 8850 
japan@aligroup.com

Ali Group Latin America
Balcarce 355 – PB 
Buenos Aires
Argentina
Phone +54 11 4331 0550
latinamerica@aligroup.com

Ali Group Africa & Middle East 
P.O.Box 354 Amman
11623 Jordan 
Al Quds St. | Al Muqabaleen 
Phone +962 6 5736912/13 
africa@aligroup.com

Ali Group Middle East 
18th Floor Crown Plaza Commercial Tower 
Sheikh Zayed Road 
Dubai | United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 4 311 7145
middleeast@aligroup.com

Ali Group Russia
Skladochnaja Str. 1 St. 18 | Off. 101 
127018 Moscow
Russia
Phone +74 955 803360 
russia@aligroup.com

Ali Group New Zealand
45 Illinois Drive 
Izone Business Hub 
Rolleston 7675 New Zealand 
Phone: +64 3 983 6600 
newzealand@aligroup.com

Ali Group Uk 
Wath Road | Elsecar | Barnsley
South yorkshire, S74 8HJ
United kingdom 
Phone +44 1226 350450
uk@aligroup.com 

Ali Group North America 
775 Corporate Woods Parkway
Vernon Hills, IL 60061 USA
Phone: 847 215 6565
usa@aligroup.com

33

Your partner
all over the world
Africa  | the Americas | Asia | Australia and New Zealand | Europe
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The following offices are our Group points of contact in various countries around the 

world. While they do not carry all of our brands, they can assist you in reaching our 

companies in those countries.
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cOOKINg baKery meal DelIvery, 
PreParatION & StOrage 

SOlutIONS

reFrIgeratION

kitchens for professionals 

Our brands worldwide



Ryan Blackman
Anna Lisa Scarano

Alice Alessandri, Milan

Ali Group North America
775 Corporate Woods Parkway

Vernon Hills, IL 60061 USA
Phone: 847 215 6565

usa@aligroup.com

TruColor Litho Inc
Nashville, TN




